ON-SITE SERVICE to reduce downtime and improve equipment safety
ON-SITE SERVICE

RÖHM’s commitment for perfect ON-SITE SERVICE is much more than just inspection, maintenance and repair services. RÖHM views its comprehensive global service offering as a means to allow customers to achieve significant improvements in production processes in terms of flexibility, efficiency, and reliability.

REDUCED DOWNTIME

The reliability of the operating equipment is a fundamental building block for success. Clamping tools, whether for turning, milling or grinding, are as important as the machine tool itself. There can be no production without functioning clamping tools. RÖHM ON-SITE SERVICE keeps downtime short and pre-planned.

OPERATING EQUIPMENT SAFETY

Employee safety is an important aspect of manufacturing operations. When it comes to clamping tools, safety includes minimizing the risks of high rotational speeds, centrifugal forces and high cutting forces by consistent and preventive maintenance. RÖHM’s ON-SITE SERVICE documents the safety of the equipment with a TEST CERTIFICATE.

YOUR SPECIAL ADVANTAGE: Only the time when the technician is on-site plus any required spare parts are billed. No travel costs. No hidden fees.

INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE

- Input measurement, inspection of mechanical moving parts and clamping force measurement
- Dismantling, assessment and cleaning
- Visual and inspection of heavy-duty components

REPAIRS & REMOUNTING

- Minor repairs and replacement of original spare parts „Made in Germany“ are done on-site
- Lubrication of relevant components and professional remounting

TEST CERTIFICATE ISSUED

- Output measurement, inspection of mechanical moving parts and clamping force measurement
- Preparation of a TEST CERTIFICATE documenting the SAFETY OF OPERATING EQUIPMENT